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MEMORY-SCANNING:
REVEALED

1969

MENTAL

PROCESSES

BY REACTION-TIME

EXPERIMENTS1
By SAUL STERNBERG
of the oldest ideas in experimental psychology is that the time
between stimulus and response is occupied by a train of processes
One
are so arranged that one
or stages?some being mental operations?which
process does not begin until the preceding one has ended. This stage
theory implies that the reaction-time (RT) is a sum, composed of the
durations of the stages in the series, and suggests that if one could deter
mine the component times that add together to make up the RT, one
might then be able to answer interesting questions about mental opera

tions to which they correspond. The study ofRT should therefore prove
helpful to an understanding of the structure ofmental activity.
The use of results fromRT experiments to study stages of information
processing began about a century ago with a paper, "On the Speed of
Mental Processes," by F. C. Donders
(1868). It was in this paper that
Donders
the RT

for analyzing
method
introduced the subtraction method?a
into its components and thereby studying the corresponding

stages of processing.

1. Decomposing

RT

by theSubtraction Method

To use the subtraction method one constructs two different tasks in
which RT can be measured, where the second task is thought to require
all the mental operations of the first,plus an additional inserted opera
in the two tasks is interpreted
tion. The difference between mean RTs
as an estimate of the duration of the inserted stage, as shown in Fig. 1.
This interpretation depends on the validity of both the stage theory and
an assumption of pure insertionwhich states that changing fromTask 1 to
Task 2 merely inserts a new processing stage without altering the others.
For example, Wundt
(1880, pp. 247-260) developed an application in
were measured when a subject had to respond after he had
identified a stimulus, and also when he had to respond after merely

which RTs

1
Most

in this paper was
of the research
supported
by Bell Telephone
reported
in its Behavioral
at
and Statistical
and conducted
Research
Center
with A. M.
Murray
Hill, N.J. The work reported as Exp. 4 was done in collaboration
of Oxford. I am grateful to C. S. Harris, T. K. Landauer,
Treisman
of the University
for helpful
and to
and R. Teghtsoonian
criticisms of the manuscript,
H. Rouanet,
4 and
5. R. E. Main
for discussion
assisted with Exps.
L. D. Harmon
leading to Exp.
Laboratories

5, B. Barkow

with Exps.

7 and 8, and B. A. Nasto

with Exps.

4, 5, 7, and 8.
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detecting its presence. The difference was used as an estimate of the
identification time. In this instance the stages shown in Fig. 1might be
(a) stimulus detection, (6) stimulus identification, and (c) response or
In an earlier application, Donders
(1868) had compared
ganization.
mean RTs in a simple-reaction task (one stimulus and response) and a
choice-reaction task (multiple stimuli and responses) ; he regarded the
difference as the duration
response

of the stages of stimulus discrimination

and

selection.

kind of enterprise occupied many psychologists during the last
quarter of the nineteenth century. Much of their work was summarized
by J. Jastrow (1890) in a popular treatise on The Time Relations of
Mental Phenomena.
Around the turn of the century the subtraction method became the
subject of criticism for two main reasons. First, the differences in mean
RT that were observed in some applications varied excessively from sub
ject to subject, and from laboratory to laboratory. In retrospect, this
seems to have been caused by the use of tasks and instructions that left
the subject's choice of "processing strategy" relatively uncontrolled.2
Second, introspective reports put into question the assumption of pure
insertion, by suggesting that when the task was changed to insert a stage,
This

other stages might also be altered. (For example, itwas felt that changes
in stimulus-processing requirements might also alter a response-organiza
tion stage.) If so, the difference between RTs could not be identified as
the duration of the inserted stage. Because of these difficulties, K?lpe,
among others, urged caution in the interpretation of results from the
subtraction method (1895, Sees. 69, 70). But it appears that no tests other
than introspection were proposed for distinguishing valid from invalid
applications of the method.
A stronger stand was taken in later secondary sources. For example, in a
section on the "discarding of the subtraction method" in his Experimen
"
talPsychology (1938, p. 309), R. S.Woodworth queried
[Since] we cannot

break up the reaction into successive acts and obtain the time of each act,
of what use is the reaction-time?" And, more recently, D. M. Johnson
said in his Psychology of Thought and Judgment (1955, p. 5), "The reac
tion-time experiment suggests a method for the analysis of mental pro

cesses which turned out to be unworkable."
the attempt to analyze RT into components goes on,
Nevertheless,
and there has been a substantial revival in the last few years in the use of
RT as a tool for the study of mental processes ranging from perceptual
2
Cattell
For example,
(1886, p. 377) reported that "I have not been able myself
either distinguished
the impression
I apparently
to get results by [Wundt's] method.
or if I tried to avoid
this by waiting
until I
and made
the motion
simultaneously,
to the
the motion,
I added
had formed a distinct
impression before I began to make
but a volition."
simple reaction not only a perception,
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1.

subtraction

Donders'

and

response

method.
stages between
Hypothetical
(R) are represented
by a, b, and c.

stimulus

(S)

coding to mental arithmetic and problem-solving.3 The work on memory
retrieval described here is part of this revival, and is based heavily on
and data
Donders'
styles of experimentation
stage theory. Modern
seem
to
to
that
of
the
withstand
lead
stage theory
analysis
applications
the early criticisms, and to tests of validity other than introspection.
I shall describe experiments on retrieval frommemory that have led to
the discovery of some relatively simple search processes. My aim is to
convey the general outline rather than the details of this work, so the
picture I paint will be somewhat simplified; there will be little discussion
of alternative explanations that have been considered and rejected. Such
discussions can be found in Sternberg (1966,1967a, b, and 1969).
The purpose ofmost of these experiments has been to study the ways
in which information is retrieved from memory when learning and re

3

See,

e.g., Egeth,

1966;

Hochberg,

1968;

Nickerson,

1967;

1967;Restle & Davis, 1962; Smith, 1967; Suppes & Groen, 1966.

Posner

& Mitchell,
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tention are essentially perfect. The method is to present a list of items for
memorization
that is short enough to be within the immediate-memory
span. The subject is then asked a question about the memorized list; he
answers as quickly as he can, and his delay in responding is measured.
By examining the pattern of his RTs, while varying such factors as the
number of items in the list and the kind of question asked, one can make
inferences about the underlying retrieval processes. Since the aim has
been to understand error-free performance, conditions and payoffs are
arranged so that in most experiments the responses are almost always
correct.

CORRECT
RESPONSE

TEST
STIMULUS

Positive

X;
POSITIVE

STIMULUS
ENSEMBLE

SET

(List

to memorize)

SET

EXAMPLE

2.

rt

Y1fY2,..,Yr

8,

Fig.

,Negative
Response

NEGATIVE (Items not in list )
,

Paradigm

2. Judging Presence

Response

9,
2,
=
(S 5)

of item-recognition

.Positive
Response

* 9
(X3)
task

(Exps.

1-5).

versus Absende in a Memorized

List

The flavor of this approach will become clearer as we consider a partic
ular experiment. Fig. 2 shows the paradigm of an item-recognition task.

stimulus ensemble consists of all potential test stimuli. From among
these, a set of s elements is selected arbitrarily and is defined as the
positive set; these items are presented as a list for the subject tomemorize.
The remaining items are called the negative set.When a test stimulus is
presented, the subject must decide whether it is a member of the positive
The

set. If it is, he makes a positive response (e.g., saying "yes" or operating a
lever). If not, he makes a negative response. The measured RT
(sometimes referred to as response latency) is the time from test-stimulus

particular

onset to response.
Within the item-recognition paradigm, different procedures can be used.
One of them, shown at the top of Fig. 3, is the varied-set procedure. Here,
the subject must memorize a different positive set on each trial. In one

experiment (Exp. 1), for example, the stimulus ensemble consisted of the
ten digits. On each trial a new positive set, ranging randomly over trials
from one to six different digits, was presented sequentially at a rate of 1.2
seconds per digit. Two seconds after the last digit in the set was dis
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test
played, a warning signal appeared, followed by a visually-presented
one
a
test
if
the
lever, making
positive response,
digit. The subject pulled
list.He pulled the other lever,
stimulus was contained in the memorized
making a negative response, if it was not. After responding to the test
stimulus the subject recalled the list. This forced him to retain the items

in the presented order, and prevented him from working with the nega
tive set rather than the positive. Regardless of the size of the positive set,
the two responses were required equally often. As in the other experi
VARIED-SET

PROCEDURE

1
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Test
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A Y represents
in item-recognition.
procedures
an item in the negative
are used in representing
trial 2 of the varied-set
set. Primes
and its size
set (Xif . . . ,Xs)
to show that both the items in the positive
procedure
(s) may change from trial to trial.
Fig.

3.

Varied-set

and

fixed-set

I shall describe, subjects were relatively unpracticed. The error
in
this kind of experiment can be held to 1 or 2 percent by paying
rate
subjects in such a way as to penalize errors heavily while rewarding speed.
Averaged data from eight subjects are shown in Fig. 4. Mean RT is
is, the
plotted as a function of the number of symbols inmemory?that

ments

number of digits in the positive set that the subject committed tomemory
at the start of the trial.
These data are typical for item-recognition experiments. They show,

first, a linear relation between mean RT and the size of the positive set.
Second, the latencies of positive and negative responses increase at ap
proximately the same rate. The slope of the line fitted to the means is 38
msec per item inmemory; its zero-intercept is about 400 msec. (It hap
pens to be true in these data that latencies of positive and negative re
sponses have approximately the same values', the two latency functions
have not only the same slope but also the same zero-intercept. This is not
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finding, but

results from the particular conditions in this
experiment. By varying the relative frequency with which positive and
negative responses are required, for example, one can vary the relation
between their latencies. But as relative frequency is varied the slopes of
the two latency functions remain equal and unchanged.) Before con
sidering the interpretation of these findings, we turn to some general

matters regarding search processes.

T-1-1-1-r-r

SIZE

,S,OF

POSITIVE

SET

1: Item-recognition
Fig.
4. Results
Mean
of Exp.
with varied-set
procedure.
as functions of
and negative
latencies
and their mean,
of correct positive
responses,
set. Averaged
size of positive
data from eight subjects, with estimates
of dto- about
and line fitted by least squares to means.
means,

3. Two Types of Serial Search
Let serial search (or scanning) be a process in which each of a set of
items is compared one at a time, and no more than once, to a target item.
as in Fig. 4, suggest that subjects in the item
Linear RT-functions,
recognition task use a serial search process whose mean duration in
creases by one unit for each additional comparison. The purpose of the

search is to determine whether an agreement (or match) exists between
the test item and any of the items in the memorized set. Two types of
serial search that might serve this purpose need to be considered. In
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self-terminating serial search, the test stimulus is compared successively
to one item inmemory after another, either until a match occurs (leading
to a positive response), or until all comparisons have been completed
without a match
(leading to a negative response). In exhaustive serial
search, the test stimulus is compared successively to all the memorized
items. Only then is a response made?positive
ifa match has occurred, and
A
otherwise.
search
negative
self-terminating
might require a separate
a match had occurred,
after
each
to
ascertain
whether
test,
comparison,
rather than only one such test after the entire series. On the other hand,
an exhaustive search must involve more comparisons, on the average,
than a search that terminates when a match occurs.

NEGATIVE.

z
EXHAUSTIVESo
SEARCH

POSITIVE

LENGTH

OF

LIST

LENGTH

OF

LIST

IN LIST
POSITION
S
OF LENGTH

POSITION

IN LIST

OF LENGTHS

Fig.

5.
Some properties
of exhaustive
serial
(bottom)
(top) and self-terminating
and negative
RT-f unctions
of positive
latencies
search. Left: Theoretical
(mean
as functions of length of list). Right:
Theoretical
functions
responses
serial-position
as a function of serial position
of test item in a
responses
(mean latency of positive
list of given length).

Suppose that the average time from the beginning of one comparison
to the beginning of the next is the same for each comparison in the series,
and is not influenced by the number of comparisons to be made. Then
the durations of both kinds of search will increase linearly with the num

ber of memorized
items (list length). There are, however, important
differences. In an exhaustive search the test stimulus is compared to all
items inmemory before each positive response as well as before a nega
tive response. Hence, the rate at which RT increases with list length?
the same for positive and negative
the slope of the RT-function?is

responses. In contrast, a self-terminating search stops in themiddle of the
list, on the average, before positive responses, but continues through the
entire list before negatives. The result is that as list length is increased,
the latency of positive responses increases at half the rate of the increase
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for negatives. This difference between the two kinds of search is illus
trated on the left side of Fig. 5.
A second difference between the two types of search, illustrated on
the right side of Fig. 5, is in the serial-position functions for positive
responses. In a simple exhaustive search neither the order of search nor

the position of the matching item in the list should have any effect on the
RT, since all items are compared. A self-terminating search that occurred
in a random order, or started at a random point, also would produce flat
serial-position curves. But if a self-terminating search started consis

tently with the first item, and proceeded serially, then the serial-position
curves would increase linearly. (If, in addition, list length influenced
only the search process, then the curves fordifferent list lengths would be
superimposed: for example, the time to arrive at the second item in a
memorized listwould be independent of the length of the list.) Increasing
functions are therefore sufficient (but not necessary)
serial-position
evidence for inferring that a search process is self-terminating.
4. Highspeed

Exhaustive

Scanning

serial-position curves actually observed in the item-recognition
experiment described in Sec. 2 were relatively flat.4 Together with this
finding, the linearity of the latency functions and the equality of their
slopes for positive and negative responses indicate an exhaustive search.
can proceed at a remarkably
The data show also that memory-scanning
high rate. The slope of the mean RT-function, which is an estimate of the
time per comparison, was 38 msec, indicating an average scanning rate
The

between 25 and 30 digits per second.
Perhaps because of its high speed, the scanning process seems not to
have any obvious correlate in conscious experience. Subjects generally
say either that they engage in a self-terminating search, or that they
know immediately, with no search at all, whether the test stimulus is
contained in thememorized list.
Is high-speed scanning used only when a list has just been memorized
so far
and is therefore relatively unfamiliar? The results discussed

(Fig. 4) are from the varied-set procedure (Fig. 3), in which the subject
must memorize a new positive set on each trial, and is tested only three
is the retrieval process changed
seconds after its presentation. How
4
Several

recency effects in item
reported marked
have, however,
investigators
tasks: RTs were shorter for test stimuli later in the list (Corballis,
1967;
recognition
embellish
& Ulm,
DeRosa
& Stultz,
DeRosa
1967). Without
1967; Morin,
Morin,
such findings. The
ment a theory of exhaustive
cannot, of course, handle
scanning
effects
such recency
that produce
of experiments
characteristics
salient procedural
and a short interval
seem to be a fast rate of list presentation
(less than 1 sec) be

tween the last item in the list and the test item. Findings of Posner, etal. (1969),
indicate

influence

that

successive
in this range the time interval between
and duration of comparison
operations.

stimuli may

critically

the nature
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when a person is highly familiar with a particular positive set and has had
a great deal of practice retrieving information from it?At the bottom of
Fig. 3 is shown the fixed-set procedure in the item-recognition paradigm,
in which the same positive set is used for a long series of trials. For
example, in one experiment (Exp. 2) subjects had 60 practice trials and
120 test trials for each positive set. On the average test trial, a subject
had been working with the same positive set for ten minutes, rather than
three seconds. The sets were sufficiently well learned that subjects could
recall them several days later. Sets of one, two, and four digits were used.
There were six subjects.
o

# 600h
E

+ 38.3

RT=369.4

S

RESPONSE
POSITIVE
O NEGATIVE
? POOLED
1

2
SIZE,

_I_

4
3
S, OF POSITIVE

5
SET

6

Mean
fixed-set procedure.
2: Item-recognition
with
of Exp.
Results
as functions of size of
and pooled
of correct positive,
responses
negative,
of =b<r about
from six subjects, with estimates
set. Averaged
data
pooled
positive
For each set size positive
to those means.
and line fitted by least squares
means,
responses were required on 27% of the trials.
Fig.

6.

latencies

Results are shown in Fig. 6, and are essentially identical to those from
the varied-set procedure. The RT data are linear, the slopes for positive
and negative responses are equal, and the average slope is 38 msec per
digit. The small difference between the zero-intercepts in the two experi
ments is not statistically significant. The remarkable similarity of results
from the two procedures indicates that the same retrieval process was
used forboth the unfamiliar and the well-learned

lists.

5. Active and Inactive Memory
Evidence has accumulated, particularly during the past decade, that
there are at least two systems or states of memory for encoded verbal
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items (e.g., Broadbent, 1958; Waugh & Norman, 1965; Glanzer & Cunitz,
1966; Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968). The picture that is emerging is roughly
as follows :The long-term store, or inactive memory, is relatively perma
nent and of large capacity. It receives information from the short-term
store, a temporary active memory**of small capacity fromwhich informa
tion is rapidly lost unless an active retention process is operating. In the
long-term store, the coding of verbal items includes semantic attributes ;
in the short-term store, however, such items are coded primarily as
acoustic or articulatory representations of their spoken names, even
they have been presented visually (see Sperling, 1960; Conrad,
1964; Baddeley,
1966; Wickelgren,
1969). The active process that re
traces
the
of a list of items in the short-term
generates
rapidly-decaying
store is rehearsal, the overtly- or silently-spoken cyclic serial recall of
stored items (see Sanders, 1961 ;Sperling, 1963; Posner & Rosgman, 1965;

when

Cohen & Johansson, 1967; Crowder, 1967; Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968).
Rehearsal, which also causes information in the short-terrn store to be
rate of
entered in the long-term store, has an approximate maximum
from three to seven items per second (Landauer, 1962).
in the varied-set procedure ofExp. 1 the positive setmust have
Whereas
been stored in active memory only, it is reasonable to believe that the
set had entered the long-term store in the fixed-set procedure of Exp. 2.
However, the similarity of results from the two procedures suggests that
the same memory system was being scanned : that is, when information

in inactive memory has to be used, it may be entered also in active
(where it is maintained
by rehearsal) and thus become more
readily available. An experiment that tests this conjecture is described
below (Exp. 5).
It appears, then, that the memory of the positive sets in both tasks is
maintained
by a serial rehearsal process; supporting this notion, sub
jects reported silent rehearsal of the sets in both experiments. But the
memory

estimated rates of high-speed scanning and the fastest silent speech
is far too slow to be identical
differ by a factor of at least four.Rehearsal
to the scanning process. Instead, it should be thought of as a separate

process whose only function in these tasks is to maintain
that is to be scanned.6

the memory

5An

& Simon,
used by Newell
term is "working memory/'
alternative
1963, to
See also "Active
verbal
unit of a general-purpose
refer to the arithmetic
computer.
Sec. 4 in Posner,
1967.
Ch. 9 in Neisser,
memory,"
1967, and "Operational
memory,"
6 It is sometimes
in the "span of apprehension"
thought that the six or seven objects
in the "psychological
are immediately
and simultaneously
being contained
available,
in active memory
been
identified
has occasionally
And
the information
present."
of consciousness
with this momentary
1962, pp. 47-49; Waugh
(e.g., Miller,
capacity
scan one's active memory
to ascertain
& Norman,
1965). The finding that one must
access
flaw
to them, reveals a possible
immediate
rather than having
its contents,
in this argument.
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of theTest Stimulus

In the scanning process inferred from these experiments, some in
ternal representation of the test stimulus is compared to internal rep
resentations of the items in the positive set.What
is the nature of the
can
that
be
at
such
representations
compared
high speed? Another way

to phrase the question is to ask how much processing of the test stimulus
occurs before it is compared to thememorized items.

ZERO-INTERCEPT
oU_I_I_I
0

S
SIZE

Fig.

7.

Idealization

of mean

OF

S+1

POSITIVE

RT-function

SET

from an

item-recognition

task.

Various considerations lead one to expect a good deal of preprocessing.
For example, the idea that items held in active memory are retained as
acoustic or articulatory representations of their spoken names introduces
the possibility that the test stimulus is processed to the point of naming,
and that the name of the test stimulus is compared to the names of the

items in the positive set. But two points should be kept inmind regarding
this possibility. First, itwould require that stored names could be scanned
much faster than they could be covertly articulated, since the scanning
rate is about four times as fast as people can say names of digits to
themselves. Second, unlike other forms of preprocessing, such as image
sharpening or feature-extraction, preprocessing a character to the point
of identification or naming would itself require the retrieval of informa
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8.
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possible
of that stage or substage.
box represents mean duration
Fig.

tion from memory?that

information which

in item-recognition,
durations.

substage

and

two

Height

relates the character

of

to its

name.

In one experiment bearing on this question (Exp. 3), I degraded the
test stimulus by superimposing a pattern that had been adjusted to in
crease the RT without substantially altering the error rate. I then ex
amined the effect of stimulus quality on the function that relates mean

and the size of the positive set. It is shown below that this effectwould
depend on the nature of the internal representation of the test-stimulus.
Figure 7 shows idealized data from a scanning experiment. The
zero-intercept corresponds to the total duration of all processes that occur
just once, regardless of the size of the positive set?such as the encoding

RT

of the test stimulus to form its representation, and the organization and
execution of the motor response. The slope, on the other hand, measures
the duration of processes that occur once for each member of the positive

set?the
comparison operation, and the time to switch from one item to
the next.7 Figure 8 shows a flow diagram of some hypothetical stages
7
This

of comparisons
that the mean durations
leading
analysis assumes
are equal. Without
all the statements
this assumption
to mismatches
are correct, except that the slope of the RT-function
in the paper)
elsewhere
and

to matches
here (and
measures

duration
the mean
the time to switch

that lead to mismatches,
of only those comparisons
together with
to the next. Any difference between durations
from one comparison
zero in
to a difference between
would
contribute
of the two kinds of comparison
responses.
tercepts of the latency functions for positive and negative
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between test stimulus and response. The height of a box represents the
mean duration of that stage. An effect of stimulus degradation on the
stimulus-encoding stage, which generates the stimulus representation,
would increase the zero-intercept of the RT-function. An effect on the
serial-comparison stage would increase the slope, since a time increment

would be added for each item compared.
Consider two extreme possibilities: First, suppose that the encoding
image, or direct
stage did nothing other than transmit an unprocessed
copy, of the test stimulus. Then degradation could influence only the
comparison operation, which occurs once for each member of the positive
set; only the slope of the RT-function would change, as in Panel A of

SIZE
Fig.

9.

A: Quality

OF POSITIVE SET

SIZE OF POSITIVE SET

for the effect of test-stimulus
Two possibilities
quality
influences
influences comparison
stage only. B :Quality

on the RT-function.
encoding

stage only.

Fig. 9. At the other extreme, suppose that the representation produced
by the encoding stage was the name of the test stimulus. The input to the
stage would be the same, whether or not the test
serial-comparison
stimulus had been degraded by a superimposed visual pattern; hence
degradation could not influence this stage. (For the serial-comparison
stage to be influenced by visual degradation, its input would have to be
visual, in the sense of embodying details of the physical stimulus pattern
that are not present in themere name of the stimulus.) Only the encoding
and since encoding
stage, then, could be influenced by degradation;
takes place just once, only the zero-intercept of the RT-function would
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change, as in Panel B of Fig. 9. (The absence of a change in slope,
however, does not necessarily imply a nonvisual stimulus-representation;
the representation could be visual, but highly processed.)
In Exp. 3 each of twelve subjects had positive sets of one, two, and
four digits, with test stimuli intact in some blocks of trials, and in others
degraded by a superimposed checkerboard pattern. Intact and degraded
numerals are shown inFig. 10.
The fixed-set procedure was used. Results
for the two sessions are
shown separately in Fig. 11. Consider first the data from the second ses

sion, on the right-hand side of the figure. Latencies of positive and nega
tive responses h?ve been averaged together. The functions for degraded
and intact stimuli are almost parallel, but there is a large effect on the
zero-intercept, closely approximating the pattern shown in Panel B of
Fig. 9. This indicates that degradation had a large influence on the

stage, and that the representation generated was
sufficiently processed that the serial-comparison stage could proceed as
rapidly with degraded as with intact stimuli. The stimulus representation
was either nonvisual or, ifvisual, sufficiently refined in the second session
to eliminate any effect of degradation.
stimulus-encoding

3. Numerals
used in Exp.
of intact and degraded
numerals
10. Photographs
Fig.
of about 29 in. Degraded
were about 0.6 in. high and were viewed
from a distance
more
were
in the black-and
than they appear
somewhat
discriminable
numerals
and
of a slight color difference between numerals
because
white photograph,
possibly
checkerboard.

data from this session are an instance of the additivity of two
on
RT. There is no interaction between the effect of set size and
effects
the effect of stimulus quality; instead, the effect of each of these factors
on mean RT
is independent of the level of the other. Such additivity
supports the theory of a sequence of stages, one stage influenced by stim
ulus quality and the other by set size (see Sec. 7).
Now let us consider the data from the first session, shown on the left
The

hand side of Fig. 11. Here, where subjects have not yet had much prac
tice with the superimposed checkerboard, there is a 20% increase in the
slope of the RT-function, as well as an increase in its zero-intercept. This
pattern agrees with neither of the pure cases of Fig. 9. Stimulus quality
apparently can influence the duration of comparison operations; hence,

the output of the encoding stage must be sensitive to degradation.
Findings from the two sessions imply, then, that although the stimulus
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representation is highly processed, it embodies physical attributes of the
test stimulus, rather than being a name or identity. That is, the test
stimulus representation is visual. The memory representations of the
positive set that are used in the serial-comparison stage must therefore
also be visual, to make comparison possible. Hence, although items in
the positive set appear to be represented as covertly-spoken names in
the course of their rehearsal, this is not the only form in which they are
available.

I

I

'

I I-]

SIZE.S.OF

I-'-'-1-1-1

POSITIVE

SET

on item-recognition.
3: Effect of stimulus quality
Mean
11. Results
of Exp.
Fig.
as a function of size
and negative
responses,
RT, based on pooled data from positive
and right-hand panels
set for intact and degraded
test stimuli. Left-hand
of positive
1 and 2, respectively.
data
from 12 subjects,
from Sessions
show data
Averaged
In all conditions
with lines fitted by least squares.
responses were required
positive
2 (Fig. 6), which was similar.
on 27%
show results from Exp.
of the trials. Triangles

changed between the first and second sessions
the influence of stimulus quality on the
function? Since the scanning rate with intact stimuli
degradation on the zero-intercept are approximately
What

eliminate

so as to virtually
slope of the RT
and the effect of
the same in the

two sessions, it seems unlikely that the type of representation changed.
For the present, my interpretation is that the encoding stage became
more efficient at removing the effects of the fixed degrading pattern.
Additional
support for the idea that the memory representations
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scanned in the item-recognition task have sensory characteristics, rather
than being completely abstracted from the physical stimuli, comes from
two other studies. In the first,Chase and Calfee (1969) created four dif
ferent conditions in the varied-set procedure by representing both the
positive set and the test stimulus either visually or aurally. When the set

and test item were presented in different modalities,
the slope of the
RT-function
increased by about 30%, indicating a slower scanning rate.
If abstract representations were being compared in the same-modality
conditions, then the change to different-modality conditions should have
altered only the zero-intercept, as in Fig. 9B. In the second study, Posner,
et al. (1969), concluded that when a single letter is presented aurally for
the decision whether a visual test-letter is the "same" is
memorization,
facilitated by the internal generation of a visual representation of the
memorized
letter, which obviates the need to identify the test letter.
Still further evidence will be discussed below (Exp. 4).
7. A Test of theStage Theory
The work described above is grounded on Donders' stage theory. That
is, as in his subtraction method, the effects on mean RT of changes in
experimental conditions (factors) have been attributed to the selective
effects of these factors on hypothetical processing stages between stimulus

and response. How can we ensure that such inferences are not open to the
classical criticism of the subtraction method, that even if information
processing is organized in functionally different stages, factor effectsmay
not be selective? One answer, of course, is that the test of a method's
applicability is whether it produces results that fit together and make
sense. But there are two other arguments as well.
The first stems from replacement of the assumption of pure insertion
by a weaker and more plausible assumption of selective influence. Instead
of requiring that a change in the task insert or delete an entire processing

stage without altering others, the weaker assumption requires only that
it influence the duration of some stage without altering others. One
example is illustrated in Fig. 12. To estimate the comparison time by the
subtraction method, one would have studied Task 2, in which the posi
tive set has one member, and compared it to a Task 1. Task 1would have
been constructed to measure the zero-intercept directly, by deleting the

entire comparison stage. But I suspect that there is no appropriate Task
1, in which deletion of all comparisons would leave the other stages of
processing invariant. In this instance, then, the assumption of pure in
sertion is probably invalid. This is why the important RT-differences in
the experiments described above were those between Tasks 2 and 3, 3 and
4, and so on, whose interpretation required only that the comparison
stage be selectively influenced by set size. Similarly, in studying the pre
processing of the stimulus, instead of entirely eliminating the need to
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discriminate the stimulus (in an effort to delete the hypothetical encoding
stage) I examined the effects of making its discrimination more or less
difficult, thereby varying the amount of work the stage had to accom
plish. Of course, one result of using a factor that influences but does not
insert a stage is that we have no estimate of the stage's total duration.

uj
-EXTRAPOLATED
ZERO-INTERCEPT

OF
ESTIMATES
COMPARISON
DURATION FROM
TO
ATTEMPT
INFLUENCE
COMPARISON
STAGE

-ESTIMATE OF COMPARISON
DURATION FROM ATTEMPT
TO
DELETE COMPARISON
STAGE

MEASURED
ZEROINTERCEPT

0

-1_I_i_

SIZE

1
OF

2
POSITIVE

SET

(t4,sk) (TASK) (TASK)(TASK)

time
to estimate
of error from hypothetical
12. Example
attempt
comparison
as in the subtraction
and to
the comparison
stage altogether,
method,
by deleting
zero intercept. Attempt
use a measured
fails because
deletion of comparison
stage
on other stages, whereas
the demands
variation of the number of com
placed
changes
1 ) does not.
s, (s >
parisons,
Fig.

But
what

that seems to be of less interest than whether there is such a stage,
influences it,what it accomplishes, and what its relation is to other

stages.8

In a given experimental situation the validity of even the weaker
assumption of selective influence must be checked, however. We can
or
distinguish those situations where one of the assumptions?influence
insertion?holds, by testing the additivity of the effects of two or more
factors on mean RT

(Sternberg, 1969). It is this test that provides

the

8This alternativewas
preferredby Cattell, 1886,who argued (p. 378) "I do not

to the reaction without
also adding a will-act.
to add a perception
think it is possible
can however
without
the nature of the perception
We
altering the will-time,
change
the length of the perception
considerable
and thus investigate
with
thoroughness
no way to test these assertions.
time." But he suggested
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second and most telling way of dealing with the classical criticism.
Consider a pair of hypothetical stages and a pair of experimental factors,
with each factor inserting or selectively influencing one of the stages.
Because stage durations are additive (by definition), the changes inmean
RT produced by such factors should be independent and additive. That
is, the effect of one factor will be the same at all levels of the other, when
the response ismeasured on a scale of time or its (arithmetic) mean.9
In experiments with the fixed-set procedure I have examined four fac
tors,which are listed above the broken line inFig. 13. The additivity of five

(ustimulus
quality
direct

of
set

J"^Indirect^J_J

stimulus
encoding

test
stimulus

(2)size
positive

seriai
comparison

(3) response
type
or
(positive
)
negative

binary
decision

(4) relative
frequency
of response
type

translation
?
response
organization

response

in item-recognition.
Fig.
13.
Four processing
line are
Above
the broken
stages
shown the four factors examined.
Below
the line is shown the decomposition
of RT
inferred from additive
relations between
factor pairs 1&2, 1&3, 2&3, 2&4, and 3&4,
the linear effect of factor 2, and other considerations.
(The indirect effect of factor
1 on the comparison
stage, and the resulting interaction of factors 1&2, is seen in un
practiced

subjects

only.)

of the six possible factor pairs has been tested and confirmed (1&2, after a
session of practice, 1&3, 2&3, 2&4, and 3&4). These instances of additivity
support the assumption that the factors selectively influence different
stages of processing and, a fortiori, confirm the existence of such stages.
Another instance of additivity, and the one on which inferences about
the structure of the comparison stage strongly depend, is represented by
the linearity of the effect of set size: the effect of adding an item to the
positive set is independent of the number of items already in the set.
Together with other considerations (discussed in Sternberg, 1969) these
findings lead to the analysis into processing stages and substages
below the broken line in Fig. 13.10

9Discussions

of various

other

aspects

and modern

versions

of the

shown

subtraction

method, includingconsiderationsofvalidity,may be found inHohle, 1967;McGill &
Gibbon, 1965; McMahon, 1963; Smith, 1968; Sternberg, 1964; Sternberg, 1969;
and Taylor,
1966.
10
and set
The
linear interaction
stimulus quality
between
on the
tributed to an "indirect"
influence of stimulus quality
stage, by way of its effect on the output of the first stage (see
one may
infer a separate
sometimes
1967b). Thus
stage even

size

in Session

1 is at

duration

of the second
Sec. 6, and Sternberg,
its output
is not
when
as a con
to a factor that influences
and when
invariant with respect
its duration,
In this instance
the inference is justified by
there is a failure of additivity.
sequence
in the effect of degradation
the form of the interaction
with set
(a linear increase
stage (inferred to be a series of substages).
size), and the structure of the comparison
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Let us turn now tomore substantive matters, and consider the general
ity of the high-speed exhaustive scanning process. Binary classification of
and relatively un
digits into sets that are small, randomly-assembled,
familiar is hardly a typical example ofmemory retrieval. But it is useful
to pin down one process fairlywell, and explore techniques that reveal it
in a relatively pure form, in order to use it as a baseline

other

for the study of

mechanisms.11

For one example of a possible alternative to serial search, consider the
case where the items in a memorized set share a physical feature whose
presence distinguishes them from the rest of the stimulus ensemble.
Here one might expect subjects to test the stimulus for the presence of
the feature rather than compare it to the items in the set one by one.
Surprisingly, using letters with a diagonal line-segment as the distin
(1969) showed that subjects start by scanning
guishing feature, Yonas
the set; only after considerable practice do they use the feature test,

thereby eliminating the effect of the number of letters in the set.
Another possible alternative to serial search is an "associative"
pro
cess. Consider the case inwhich positive items are distinguished by mem
bership in a well-learned category. (For example, the positive set might

contain digits only, and the negative set, letters.) To each
category is associatively linked its category label, and the
depends on which label is elicited by the test stimulus. The
a process might be independent of the sizes of positive and

member

of a

binary choice
speed of such

negative sets
on
it
various
the
attributes
of
(although might depend
categories that con
tained them, including their sizes; see Landauer & Freedman, 1968). On
the other hand, the high speed of scanning might make itmore efficient than
an associative process, when one of the sets is small. In short, theremay
be alternative mechanisms for the same task, and which one is used may
depend, in part, on which one ismore efficient. If this is the case it is a
great advantage to understand at least one of the alternatives in some
detail.

9. Retrieval ofNonsymbolic

versus Symbolic Information

Other questions about the generality of the scanning process are
raised by its high speed, which precludes
its being identified with
the subvocalization of numeral names, and also by the influence of stimu
lus-quality on the scanning rate in Exp. 3 (Sec. 6), which indicates that
the stimulus representation is not the name or identity of the numeral.
The fact that numerals are patterns with extremely well-learned names
may therefore be irrelevant to the scanning process. Of course, numerals
11
The

function

of such an experimental
baseline
is similar to the use of well-under
as theoretical
in
baselines
6.6)
(Sternberg,
1963, Sec.
that are of interest.
between data and model

models
stood mathematical
which it is the discrepancies
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have other special properties : they are highly familiar, they are symbols,
they represent numerical quantities, and people are practiced at manipu
lating the numbers they represent. A. M. Treisman and I recently tested
the importance of these properties formemory retrieval, using two dif
ferent ensembles, one of nonsense forms, and the other of photographs of
faces (Exp. 4). To our subjects, both ensembles were unfamiliar, non
symbolic, unordered, and without well-learned names. We used the fixed

12
SIZE,S,OF

4
3
POSITIVE

5
SET

6

Fig.
14. Results
4: Item-recognition
of Exp.
forms and photo
with nonsense
latencies of correct positive
and negative
and their
responses,
graphs of faces. Mean
as a function of size of positive
set for the two stimulus ensembles.
mean,
Averaged
for each ensemble, with lines fitted by least squares to means.
data from eight subjects
Broken
line was fitted to data
from a similar experiment
wtih an ensemble
of nu
merals.

set procedure with sets of size 1 to 4, but found it necessary to display
the positive set before each trial in order to help the subjects, who were
inexperienced, tomaintain it in active memory.
RT data, shown in Fig. 14, are qualitatively the same as those for
digit sets. They show linearity, suggesting a serial process, and equality
of slopes for positive and negative responses, indicating exhaustiveness of
search. The main difference is in the scanning rate, which seems to depend
to some extent on the nature of the stimuli. Even for faces, however, the
estimated rate is high?about

18 faces per second. These

findings indicate
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that high-speed exhaustive scanning does not depend on the special
properties of numerals mentioned above. They also add further support
to the conclusion that the test-stimulus representation in the case of
numerals is not the name of the numeral, but is some sort of visual rep
resentation.

10. Retrieval from Inactive versus Active Memory
A further question about the generality of the high-speed scanning
process is raised by the conjecture (Sec. 5) that it occurs only when in
formation is being held in active memory. The similarity of results from
the varied-set and fixed-set procedures led to the idea that even when a
list is contained in long-term memory,
it is transferred into active
memory

and maintained

there by rehearsal

in order to be used

in the

TRIAL

FIXED MEMORIZED
LIST OF DIGITS
X.Xe

(POSITIVE SET)

NEW LIST
LETTERS
L,,..,L7

OF

POSITIVE
OR
NEGATIVE
RESPONSE
*RECALLOF
LETTERS

5: Item-recognition
Fig.
of Exp.
15. Paradigm
from active and inactive memory.
also
condition
is shown. In the active-memory
Only the inactive-memory
condition,
involving a fixed-set procedure
(Fig. 3), no letters were presented.

item-recognition task. If that is so, one would expect some change in the
process if one prevented the relevant list from being rehearsed (for ex
ample, by occupying the active memory with other material). This kind
of procedure moves us closer to studying the differences between retrieval
from the short-term (active) and long-term (inactive) stores, and thereby
understanding the latter by using the former as a baseline.

The procedure in a small preliminary experiment (Exp. 5) is shown in
Fig. 15. At the start of a series of trials the subject memorized a list of
1, 3, or 5 digits, which defined the positive set for the entire series. On
each trial a new list of seven letters was presented sequentially, at a rate
of two letters per second. A short time after the last letter, there was
a brief warning signal, and then one of two things could happen. On a
random third of the trials the subject saw a recall signal, and attempted
to recall the seven letters. These trials were used in order to encourage
the subject to attend to the letters and retain them inmemory until the
test event. (Observing and retaining the list of letters was intended to

occupy his active memory on all trials and prevent him from rehearsing
the positive set.) On the remaining trials the subject saw a test digit. He
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from active and inactive memory.
as func
and their mean,
responses,
of size of positive
of active and inactive memory.
set, in conditions
Averaged
data
from four subjects, with
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to means.
dif
Intercept
are listed, the order of subjects
ferences and slopes for the four subjects
being the
same in each list.

Mean
tions

latencies

was

required to make a positive or negative response, based on the pre
viously memorized digit set, as quickly as possible consistent with ac
curacy. This is a difficult task, and required a session of practice for
smooth performance. In the series of control trials, which alternated with
series of experimental trials, no lists of letterswere presented.
Data
averaged over the four subjects in this preliminary experiment
are shown in Fig. 16. The lower set of points represents performance in
the control condition, which was similar in procedure to Exp. 2. Mainly
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because of one exceptional subject, the fitted line is somewhat steeper
than usual, with a slope of 57 msec per digit. Otherwise the data are
typical. In the experimental condition the fitted line is about twice as
steep as in the control condition, with a slope of 105 msec per digit.
Again, the latencies of positive and negative responses grow at equal
rates as set size is increased. The zero-intercepts in the experimental and
control conditions differ also, by over 100 msec.

Evidently, the retrieval process is radically altered, with the effective
scanning rate halved, when the information to be retrieved is not being
rehearsed and is therefore not in active memory. Current notions about
the functions of rehearsal include maintenance
of short-term memory,
and transfer of information into long-term memory (see Sec. 5). The
results of Exp. 5 suggest a third role?that
of making information al
ready stored in long-term memory more rapidly accessible.
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in the active-memory
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At this point there is little basis for selecting among potential explana
tions for the data from the experimental condition, but experiments are
under way that may help to do so. The explanation that I favor, shown
in Fig. 17, is the one that makes plausible two striking aspects of the

despite the large effect of condition, the linearity of the RT-func
tion and the equality of slopes for positive and negative responses are
both preserved. The first two boxes in the figure represent hypothetical
stages that might be present in the experimental condition but not in the
data:

control. One might be searching for the positive set in inactive memory.
This would take a fixed time, regardless of the size of the positive set, and
could account for the increase in the zero-intercept. The second added

stage might be the serial transfer of each item in the positive set into
active memory, with a fixed average time per item transferred, estimated
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from the data to be about 50 msec. Since all items would be transferred,
whether the required response was positive or negative, the slopes of the
functions for both responses would be increased by the same amount.
The high-speed scanning stage, which we already know to be exhaus
tive, would follow. The two added stages are plausible and would account
for the important features of the data. But this explanation?particularly
the concept of "transferring a set of items into active memory''?needs
to be made more precise and then tested.
MEMORY OF
LIST

SCANNER
OPERATE
VSCANNER

At

TEST-STIMULUS

REPRESENTATION

COMPARATOR

,SIGNAL

TO

NEXT STAGE

At
MATCH

REGISTER
Fig.
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terminating

A

system

scanning.

in which exhaustive
scanning
Some
loci of possible
time

11. An Explanation

could be more efficient than self
are represented
by Ats.

delays

ofExhaustiveness

As mentioned in Sec. 3, an exhaustive search must involve more com
parisons, on the average, than a search that terminates when a match
occurs. The exhaustiveness of the high-speed scanning process therefore

inefficient, and hence implausible. Why continue the comparison
process beyond the point at which a match occurs? Figure 18 illustrates a
system in which an exhaustive search could be more efficient than a
self-terminating one for performance in an item-recognition task. A
representation of the test stimulus is placed in a comparator. When the
appears

scanner is being operated by the "central processor" or "homunculus,"
H, it delivers memory representations of the items in the list, one after
another, to the comparator. If and when a match occurs a signal is de
livered to the match register. The important feature of the system is that
the homunculus can either operate the scanner or examine the register.
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It cannot engage in both of these functions at once, and switching be
tween them takes time.
In this kind of system, if the switching time is long relative to the scan
ning rate, and if the list is sufficiently short, then an exhaustive search
(in which the match register must be examined only once) is more
efficient than a self-terminating one (where the register would have to be
examined

after each comparison). The surprisingly high speed of the
scanning process may therefore be made possible by its exhaustiveness.
But such a system might have at least one important limitation. After
the search was completed, there might be no information available
(without further reference to the memory of the list) as to the location in
the list of the item that produced thematch. The limitation would create
no difficulty if the response required of the subject depended only on the
LIST TO
MEMORIZE

CORRECT
RESPONSE

TEST
STIMULUS
xt+l

x1,x2,..,xs_l,xs-?-Xt-^

1-RT-'
CORRESPONDING
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Xs-i
EXAMPLE
3,8,9,2,6
(S =
Fig.

19.

-^9-^"two"
5)
Paradigm

(X3) (X4)
of Exp.

6: Context-recall.

presence or absence of an item in the list and not on its location, as in the
item-recognition task. But the possibility that high-speed scanning does
not yield location information does suggest an experiment to test this
theory of exhaustiveness. Suppose we require a subject to give a response
that does depend on where in the list a matching item is located. Then
after each comparison, with information still available as to the location

of the item just compared to the test stimulus (e.g., preserved by the
position of the scanner in Fig. 18), it would have to be determined
whether this item produced a match (by the homunculus switching from
scanner to register). Scanning should then be slower than when only
presence or absence has to be judged; it should also be self-terminating,
since further comparisons after a match had been detected would be
superfluous. Such a process will be called scanning to locate.
12. Retrieval of Contextual Information by Scanning
In Fig.

19 is shown the paradigm

toLocate

of a context-recall task, one of the
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experiments devised to test these ideas (Exp. 6). On each trial the sub
ject memorized a new random list of from three to seven different digits,
presented visually one after another. The length of the list was varied
at random from trial to trial. After a delay and a warning signal, a test
item was presented, randomly selected from among all the digits in the
list except the last. The test item, then, was always present in the list.
The correct response was the spoken name of the item that followed the
test item in the memorized list. The idea was that in order to make this
is, to recall an item defined by its contextual relation to
response?that

LENGTH,S,OF
Fig.

LIST

POSITION

IN LIST

6: Context-recall.
of Exp.
A:
data from six subjects.
Averaged
on percent
errors (bars), on mean
Effect
latency of correct responses
of zko- and line fitted by least squares, and on mean RT
(open circles) with estimates
of all responses
and
between mean RT of correct responses
(filled circles). B: Relation
serial position of the test item in lists of five lengths.
20.
Results
of list length

the test item?the location of the test item in the listmight firsthave to
be determined. As in the other experiments described, subjects were en
couraged to respond as rapidly as possible, while attempting to maintain
a low

error

rate.

Two aspects of the data are of particular interest: the relation between
mean RT and list length; and the relation, for a list of given length, be
tween RT and the serial position of the test item in the list.
Data
averaged over six subjects are shown in Fig. 20. Consider first
Panel A. The bars show the percentage of wrong responses, which rises to
25% for lists of length 7. This ismuch higher than one would like, given
an interest in error-free performance. The effect of list-length on mean

is roughly linear, suggesting a scanning process. (Even closer ap
proximations to linearity have been found in other similar experiments.)
With a slope of 124 msec per item, the fitted line ismuch steeper than the
RT

corresponding RT-function

in the item-recognition task.
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interpret the slope, we have first to establish if the process is self
terminating, as expected. Evidence on this point is provided by the aver
age serial-position functions shown in Panel B. For each list length, mean
RT is plotted as a function of the serial position of the test item in the
memorized
list. These functions are all increasing, suggesting a self
terminating process that tends to start at the beginning of the list and
proceed in serial order.
Now we can interpret the slope of the function inPanel A, ifwe assume
To

that list length influences only the scanning stage. (Evidence supporting
this assumption of selective influence is presented below.) Since an aver
age of about half the items in a list have to be scanned before a match
occurs, the slope represents half of the time per item, and implies a
scanning rate of about 250 msec per item, or four items per second, in
list. Scanning to locate is
scanning to locate an item in a memorized
therefore about

seven times as slow as the high-speed

POSITION

scanning process

IN LIST

6: Context-recall.
data from Exp.
Individual
21.
Contrasting
flat and
in lists of five lengths, one set relatively
functions
position
other steep and, in general, superimposed.
Fig.

sets of serial
the

separated,

used to determine the presence of an item in a list. The slowness of the
search, and the fact it is self-terminating, lend support to the explanation
(Sec. 11) of the exhaustiveness of the high-speed process. Scanning to
locate seems to be fundamentally different from scanning forpresence.12
12
are
of the two kinds of scanning
of the dissimilarity
Alternative
explanations
cannot
alternative
of course. One
reject)
(which existing data
interesting
possible,
are different from
that can carry order information
is that memory
representations
dif
that
the observed
and
item
that
need
those
carry
information,
only
result from the fact that different kinds of memory
ferences in retrieval
representa
1
to apply to Exp.
for this alternative
tions are being scanned. However,
explanation
an item and then recall the entire list in order),
had to recognize
(in which
subjects
itmust

be possible

for both kinds

of memory

representation

to be maintained

simul

taneously.
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As mentioned earlier (Sec. 3), if a self-terminating process started con
sistently at the beginning of a list and proceeded serially, the serial
position functions would be steep and superimposed, whereas if it started
at a random point they would be flat and separated. The functions shown
in Panel B lie between these extremes. This is partly because they repre
from two subjects in
sent averages of data from several subjects. Data
Exp. 6 who represent almost pure cases are shown in Fig. 21. The esti
mated scanning rates for these two subjects are almost the same, but
their starting strategies appear to be radically different. Subject

1 seems

3 PRESENTATIONS
TEST

LIST

LIST

LIST

CORRECT

STIMULUS RESPONSE
+ ,"

X1t..,Xs-RECALL-^X?..fXs-^RECALL-^X,,..,XS-^Xt-^"Xt
2 PRESENTATIONS

1"

X,,...XS-^RECALL-^X1l..,Xs-^Xf-^'Xt+
1 PRESENTATION
x1t..
Fig.

22.

Conditions

in Exp.

7: Effect

of learning

,xs

**xt

RT*"xt+r

on context-recall.

to have started at a random point. This could occur if the presentation of
the test item interrupted an ongoing 'cyclic rehearsal process, and scan
ning then began at the serial position where rehearsal happened to have
stopped. Subject 4, on the other hand, has the superimposed functions
that would arise ifhe had started scanning consistently at the beginning
of the list, perhaps by terminating his rehearsal before the test-stimulus
from other subjects range between these extremes, pre
appeared. Data
sumably because ofmixed starting strategies.
One explanation of these results is the following: In order to recall a
item, the subject must first determine the test item's location
in the memorized list.This is achieved by a slow, self-terminating process
of scanning to locate, in which the items inmemory are compared suc
cessively to the test item until a match occurs. Each nonmatching item
contextual

that participates contributes to the RT a component time that depends
neither on list length nor on the item's position in the list. This com
ponent time is occupied by switching to the item, comparing it to the

test stimulus, and determining that they have not matched. In the pres
ent context-recall task, the occurrence of a match is followed by a shift
(e.g., a movement of the scanner in Fig. 18) from the item that matches

the test item to the adjacent response item. For superimposed serial
position functions (as in Fig. 21) to be possible, we must assume that the
duration of the shift operation (as well as other stages, such as stimulus
encoding and response-organization)

is independent of the length of the
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list. Given this assumption, the slope of the RT-function
is determined
solely by the scanning rate.
The process of scanning to locate is a still more dramatic instance of
having to hunt for information even when it is contained in a list that is
being rehearsed. In some important sense one does not know what is in
one's active memory,
currently directed.13

other than the single item to which

attention

is

MOO

1000 h
to
E

lu 900h
5
I
O
<

800h

700

w 600

500h

6
4
5
LENGTH OF LIST

3

7

data
23.
Fig.
Results
of Exp.
7: Effect of learning on context-recall.
Averaged
mean
of the list. Bottom:
for one, two, and three presentations
from six subjects
errors in naming
contextual
item. Top: mean
percent
latency of correct responses.
13
One

list is a chain of over
traditional
view is that the structure of a memorized
is
task in a context-recall
associated
pairs of items: the subject's
experiment
in the chain, and the RT
of one of the associations
thought of as the performance
as an index of associative
measure
strength. At the least, this view must be modified
to recognize
of the test item in the
of a search for the representation
the existence
lapping

search is an instance of the obligatory
process
(usually
ignored by associa
trace of a stimulus
before an
that locates and activates
the memory
theorists)
can be performed
to that stimulus
associative
response
1962). Furthermore,
(Rock,
in this experiment,
the dominant
not only does the locating process produce
effect,
to be no influence of associative
but also there appears
strength (Sec. 13). One might
at least for lists
view is at all appropriate,
the traditional
therefore question whether
in
in active memory.
It has been challenged
from other directions
also
contained
list. This

tion

recent years

(e.g., Slamecka,

1967).
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13. Independence

of Learning

and Retrieval from Active Memory

One problem with Exp. 6 is the high error rate, and itsmarked increase
with list length (Fig. 20A). This makes the RT data somewhat suspect
it raises
and violates the aim of studying error-free processes. Moreover,
the possibility that the level of learning of the list,which is clearly lower
for longer lists, might be contributing to the increase of RT with list
length. (For example, suppose that a list embodies a chain of associations
and that the recall of a contextual item involves the performance of one
LIST TO
MEMORIZE

SIMULTANEOUS
TEST PAIR

CORRECT
RESPONSE

Left Right
item item
Same-order
response
Reversed-order
response

EXAMPLE
Same-order
response

3,8,9,2,6

(S =5)
Fig.

(X,
24.

Paradigm

of Exp.

8: Context-recognition.

of the associations. If the associations in a longer list are weaker, then
at least one of the sources of the effect of list length on RT might be an
increased associative latency.) In an experiment (Exp. 7) devised to look
into these matters, the list was presented once, twice, or three times, as
shown in Fig. 22, to vary how well itwas learned. In the one-presentation
condition, at the bottom of the figure, the list was presented, and there
followed a test stimulus and response, just as in Exp. 6. Again, the list

changed from trial to trial, and contained from 3 to 7 digits. In the two
presentation
condition, each trial included an additional presenta
tion of its list and an attempt to recall it. In the three-presentation condi
tion there was still another presentation and recall of the list.
Results from six subjects are shown in Fig. 23. At the bottom, the
percentage of errors in naming the succeeding digit is shown as a function
of list length, for each condition. Added presentations reduced the error

rate by a factor of three. At the top of the figure,mean RT is shown as a
function of list length, for each of the three conditions. Despite the change
in level of learning indicated by the error data, the pattern ofRTs shows
no systematic change with number of presentations.
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6
4
5
LENGTH, s,OF LIST

8: Context-recognition.
of Exp.
Results
Averaged
and reversed-order
of correct same-order
latencies
lines fitted by least squares.

data

from six sub
and their

responses,

invariance indicates that differences in level of learning that are
associated with list length do not contribute to the influence of list length
on mean RT; and further, that within the limits of the experiment, the
rate of scanning to locate is independent of how well a list has been
learned.14 The invariance with level of learning, which is similar to that
This

of the high-speed

scanning process over fixed-set and varied-set

proce

14

If a list could only be either perfectly learned or not learned at all, this conclusion
to those of correct
the latencies
not be justified, since restricting
analyzed
of lists that had been learned to the same degree
responses would entail the selection
be
does not apply here, mainly
This
in the three conditions.
objection
(perfectly)
lists were frequent.
with partially-\ea,med
in conjunction
cause correct responses

would
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dures, is consistent with the interpretation of the context-recall data
presented in Sec. 11, and adds to the evidence that factors well known to
influence learning may have no effect on active-memory functioning.
Finally, given the invariance of the retrieval process, the strong influence
of number of presentations on error rate suggests that the errors result
primarily from faults in learning and retention, rather than in retrieval.
14- Recall

versus Recognition of Contextual Information

In explaining the difference between findings from the item-recognition
and context-recall tasks (Exps. 1-5 versus Exps. 6-7) I have emphasized
that in one case the response depends merely on presence of an item in
the list, and in the other case on its exact location. For an explanation in

these terms to be valid, however, certain other differences between the
tasks must be shown to be unimportant :one task involves recall, and the
other recognition; one requires that for production of the response a
memory representation be converted into a particular form?its name?
and the other does not; and whereas the number of response alternatives
in one task grows with list length, the other always requires a binary
choice.

The last experiment to be described (Exp. 8) was designed to evaluate
the importance of these factors and to examine further the generality of
the process of scanning to locate. A recognition procedure was used to
study the retrieval of contextual information; the resulting context
recognition task is shown in Fig. 24. On each trial the subject attempted
to memorize a list of from 3 to 6 different digits, presented visually, one
after another. To increase accuracy, the listwas actually presented twice,
with a recall attempt after the first presentation. The test stimulus was a
pair of simultaneously presented digits that had appeared successively
somewhere in the list. The subject's task was to decide whether the
left-to-right order of the pair was the same as its temporal order in the
list, or reversed. He made his response by pulling one of two levers (as in
Exps. 1-5).
This experiment seemed to be somewhat risky, since there appeared to
be a variety of strategies open to the subject. One possibility was that
before its order could be tested, the pair might have to be located in the
list by means of a scanning process. This process would be revealed by

the relation between RT and the length of the list. Suppose that the test
pair is located in the list by scanning for the location of one of itsmem
bers, according to the self-terminating process described in Sec. 11. One
would then expect that in the context-recognition task mean RT
for
both same-order and reversed-order responses would increase linearly
with list length, and at equal rates, and that the rate of increase would be
the same as in the context-recall task.
The same six subjects who performed the context-recall task of Exp. 7
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OF PAIR

IN LIST

between mean
Relation
8: Context-recognition.
Fig.
26.
results of Exp.
Further
and serial position
of the test pair in lists of four lengths.
RT
of correct responses
re
and reversed-order
over six subjects
were
and over same-order
Data
averaged
sponses.

also served (in a balanced order) in the recognition task. RT-functions
for both responses (Fig. 25) are linear, supporting the notion that in this
task, also, performance involves a scanning process. For both responses
the slope of the fitted line is 114 msec per item.15The equality of slopes is
consistent with the idea that both responses depend on first locating one

of the members of the pair in the list. That this is accomplished by means
of a self-terminating process is suggested by the serial-position data : for
all subjects, and for both responses, mean RT increased with the serial
position of the pair in the list. Averaged serial-position data are shown
inFig. 26.
from the context-recognition and context-recall tasks
RT-functions
and
7
8) are compared in Fig. 27. The fitted lines are parallel,
(Exps.
15
in slope, the RT-functions
for the two kinds of response differ
Although
equal
for
in which one might
account
several ways
in intercept. The
by about 250 msec
in this paper.
this difference are not discussed
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supporting the idea that the same search process (scanning to locate)
underlies performance in both tasks. Also shown, for reference, is the RT
function from the item-recognition task ofExp. 1.
These parallel lines provide another striking instance of additive effects
on mean RT. Here the additive factors are task (context-recognition
versus recall) and list length; the absence of interaction indicates that
these factors influence processing stages selectively, and helps to justify
our interpretations of the data. Apparently, the change from recall to
recognition does not influence the scanning stage, and, as assumed in
Sec.

12, changes in list length do not influence perceptual

and response

stages.

One final substantive point about these results concerns their implica
tions for the recognition-recall distinction. It is tempting to think that
recognition involves less search, in some sense, than recall. These data
reveal at least one search process that is as evident in a recognition task
(Exp. 8) as in a recall task (Exp. 7).
Summary
I have reviewed informally eight experiments on the retrieval of in
on
formation from human memory, whose
interpretation depended

inferences from the structure of RT data to the organization of mental
processes. The experiments have led to the discovery of two kinds of
memory search that people use in the retrieval of information from short
memorized lists. One is a high-speed exhaustive scanning process, used
to determine the presence of an item in the list; the other is a slow self
terminating scanning process used to determine the location of an item in
the list. Among other substantive implications of the experiments are:
(1) Apparently one must scan a list serially to retrieve information from
it, even when it is contained in active memory. There is no evidence in
any of these data that one can "think about" more than one thing at a
time, and thereby simultaneously compare a set ofmemorized items to a
test item. (2) On the other hand, even a well-learned list can be made
more readily available
in active memory.
by being maintained
(3)
the possibility that retention may depend on a rehearsal process
involving covert speech, visual rather than auditory memory-represen
tations are used for comparison to representations of visual stimuli. (4)
The same search process can be involved in both recall and recognition

Despite

tasks.

Many of the inferences from the data were based on a proposal first
made by Donders
(1868) that the time between stimulus and response be
regarded as the sum of the durations of a series of processing stages.
Donders' subtractionmethod depends on this stage theory,together with an
assumption of pure insertion which states that a change in the subject's
task can cause the insertion of an additional processing stage without
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altering the other stages. It was the questioning of this assumption, and
the absence of any objective tests of its validity, that led to the decline
of the subtraction method in the late nineteenth century.
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Comparison
over same
8 (Fig. 24), averaged
from Exp.
tasks. Top: Mean
RTs
item-recognition
over the three
RTs
Mean
order and reversed-order
responses. Middle:
averaged
7 (Fig. 22), which used the same sub
in the context-recall
task of Exp.
conditions
1 (Fig. 4).
from Exp.
RTs
jects as Exp. 8. Bottom: Mean

The present paper advocates retaining the idea of stages of processing.
But it shows how the insertion assumption can sometimes be replaced by
a weaker assumption of selective influence, and how the validity of either
assumption for a given experiment can be tested by determining whether
the effects of experimental factors on RT are additive. The main ideas

are: (1) if separate stages between stimulus and response have been cor
rectly identified, then for each of these stages itmay be easier to find a
factor that influences it without altering other stages than to find one

altering other stages; and (2) these factors would
effects on mean RT. The discovery of several sets of
factors was critical in the interpretation of the experiments

that inserts it without

then have additive
such additive
described.
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